Nothing transforms your home like installing a Simonton Impressions® Bay or Bow window. They don’t just bring the outside in – they provide the best seat in the house to enjoy it. From the strength of the cable support system and the attractive head and seat board to the energy-efficient design features, Simonton Impressions Bay and Bow windows take home improvement to a new level.
Expand a room. Bring the outside in. Transform your surroundings. It’s possible with the style of a Simonton Impressions® Bay or Bow window. Every feature is designed to provide years of satisfaction, ease of use and protection from outside elements.

**Bay Windows** Bay windows are constructed by mulling multiple windows together at either a 30- or 45-degree angle, with a Picture window or Double Hung window used as the centerlite, flanked by coordinating operable windows.

**Bow Windows** Bow windows are created by mulling three or more windows at 10-degree increments. Bow windows feature a rounded, more circular effect and have a shallower head and seat board.

**Fusion-welded Construction** Frame and sash on windows are fusion welded for strength and durability.

**Contoured Exterior Trim** Solid, vinyl piece that creates a weathertight seal along the exterior of the head and seat boards and virtually eliminates air and water penetration.

**Head and Seat Boards** Available in Oak or Birch, the veneers on the head and seat board can be stained or painted to match your home’s interior.

**Cable Support System** Strong steel cables attached to the top of the unit and feature a zero-slip clamp that provides accurate installation and securely holds the Bay or Bow window system.

**Multiple-chambered Profiles** Vinyl profiles are filled with sealed air chambers that increase window insulation.

**Exterior Roofing System** Although not offered through Simonton, both Bay and Bow windows should be covered with an exterior roofing system. Ask your Simonton Impressions authorized dealer about the different systems to complement your home that are available in your area.
**Intercept® Spacer**  Standard on all Simonton windows, the U-channel Intercept® spacer system offers lower conduction rates and flexes with temperature fluctuations to reduce seal failure. The stainless steel Supercept™ spacer system is available for increased durability and energy efficiency.

**Super Spacer®**  Made of solid silicone foam, Super Spacer® provides flexible strength, thereby reducing stress cracks and helping the I.G. unit maintain an airtight seal. Super Spacer technology is available on all optional Sensor Glass® packages.

Our most advanced Low E glass, ProSolar Shade is a spectrally selective glass that blocks damaging UV rays while allowing desirable light into the home. The unique formula with three layers of silver helps provide maximum solar heat control, fade protection, visibility and energy savings.

Simonton Impressions offers regionally specific glass packages for the Northern, North-Central, South-Central and Southern climate zones to meet ENERGY STAR® criteria.
Double-Lifetime Limited Warranty  Simonton Impressions® windows are backed by a Double-Lifetime Limited Warranty that covers vinyl, hardware, screens and glass units. In addition, all Simonton Impressions products include a 20-year accidental Glass Breakage Warranty and products with any of the Sensor Glass® packages carry a Lifetime Glass Breakage Warranty. See your Simonton Sales Representative for complete details.

Double Hung windows tilt in for easy cleaning, while Casements crank out to a full 90 degrees and provide ample room on the left and right for easy maintenance from within the home.

OPTIONS & FEATURES

Grid Patterns
- Colonial
- Diamond
- Prairie
- Perimeter

Grid Styles
- Flat
- Sculptured

Grid Styles
Color-matched flat and sculptured grids are available in Colonial, Prairie, Perimeter, and Cross patterns. Victorian and Diamond patterns are only available with flat grids. Products with exterior color are only available with sculptured grids.

Custom Interiors
- Contemporary Oak
- Maple
- Antique Cherry
- Standard white exterior

Custom Hardware Finishes
- Brushed Nickel
- Oil-rubbed Bronze
- Polished Brass

Custom Exteriors
- Brick
- Bronze
- Chocolate
- Cream
- Pine
- Driftwood
- Tan

Custom Interiors
- Brick
- Bronze
- Chocolate
- Cream
- Pine
- Driftwood
- Tan

Custom Interiors
- Woodgrain exteriors (standard with woodgrain interiors)

Custom Hardware Finishes
- Brushed Nickel
- Oil-rubbed Bronze
- Polished Brass
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